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Abstract: Although substantial advancements have been achieved in robot-assisted surgery, the
blueprint to existing snake robotics predominantly focuses on the preliminary structural design,
control, and human–robot interfaces, with features which have not been particularly explored in the
literature. This paper aims to conduct a review of planning and operation concepts of hyperredundant serpentine robots for surgical use, as well as any future challenges and solutions for
better manipulation. Current researchers in the field of the manufacture and navigation of snake
robots have faced issues, such as a low dexterity of the end-effectors around delicate organs, state
estimation and the lack of depth perception on two-dimensional screens. A wide range of robots
have been analysed, such as the i²Snake robot, inspiring the use of force and position feedback,
visual servoing and augmented reality (AR). We present the types of actuation methods, robot
kinematics, dynamics, sensing, and prospects of AR integration in snake robots, whilst addressing
their shortcomings to facilitate the surgeon’s task. For a smoother gait control, validation and
optimization algorithms such as deep learning databases are examined to mitigate redundancy in
module linkage backlash and accidental self-collision. In essence, we aim to provide an outlook on
robot configurations during motion by enhancing their material compositions within anatomical
biocompatibility standards.
Keywords: snake robots; robot dynamics; minimally invasive surgery; augmented reality (AR);
additive manufacturing; sensing; control
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1. Introduction
In the wake of the surging coronavirus pandemic, robotic surgery has had an integral
role in shielding frontline workers, in a quest to lower hospitalizations and reduce the
burden on healthcare systems. Medical robots and their inherent ability to perform
surgeries at an affordable and accessible rate have encouraged their widespread
deployment in hospitals and clinics on a national and global level. According to CMR
Surgical (https://cmrsurgical.com/) (accessed on 8 November 2021), one of the world’s
leading healthcare giants, there were approximately 70 robots in circulation within the
UK’s clinical sector, and a total of approximately one million interventions performed by
roughly 4500 robotic platforms worldwide [1]. Furthermore, the exponential increase in
urgency for robotic surgery has seen an 178% increase in operations across the globe,
predominantly in the US, over a wide range of specialties in 2015 [2].
In more recent times, localized drug delivery, self-deployment and remote
diagnostics monitoring by robots have been proposed and developed by researchers for
deployment in hospitals, especially in China and Japan, when the infections started
soaring in late February 2019 [3–8]. An increased dexterity and manoeuvrability are at the
core centre of the motion planning and control of these medical robots, including
handheld robots and master–slave remote systems. The rate at which the train of
development is moving accentuates the rising interest for articulated robots which can
travel through anatomical orifices, as a product of minimally invasive surgery. Deeper
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incisions during intervention have since become redundant, prioritizing comfort and the
accelerated risk-free recovery for end-users.
Over time, extensive literature has shed light on the importance of greater degrees of
freedom (DOF), higher system reliability, increased fault tolerance and complex trajectory
mapping to ensure ease of locomotion. Existing endoscopic systems provide an
amalgamation of passive malleability and remote control via actuation gears. The surgical
instruments, which can either be rigid or steerable, are remotely accessed by medical staff,
in parallel with a head-mounted display such as a monitor annexed to a camera. These
robots require tips of an estimated diameter of 3–4 mm for a greater range of motion
during insertion into natural orifices, operational channels and biopsy ports [9]. Common
actuation infrastructures include multiple micromotors and are embedded with
interconnected proximal tendons to allow for increased range and dexterity when
manoeuvring in complex biological environments.
1.1. Medical Background and Rationale
The widespread demand for snake robots in surgical settings has generated the
momentum for this review paper, with a central focus on the challenges encountered in
their deployment as well as unconventional solutions for the control, manufacture,
sensing, and kinematics of the robotic systems. This paper aims to review different types
of continuum robots available commercially for surgery and in the academic literature, as
well as their current specifications in terms of overall design, locomotion and AR
integration. Owing to the recent acclamation of MIS procedures, the prevalent cynicism
over the constrained work environment, reduced haptic feedback and depth perception
has been put to rest due to the implementation of intelligent control algorithms.
In line with the medicolegal regulations of countries, robot-assisted MIS has gained
popularity in hospitals and medical centres, with a core interest in snake-like robots for
targeted penetration. Apart from their roles in moving on virtual terrains to being
appreciable swimmers, from a surgeon’s perspective, these serpentine structures are
morphable and thoroughly articulated for deployment at multiple access sites during
laparoscopy-based surgeries. Conventional MIS has the upper hand over most VRassisted surgeries, with only 2.5% of the total number of cases of posthiatal repair and
Toulet’s fundoplication recurring in 40 consecutive patients after an 11-month check-up
session, as shown in [10]. Recent studies by a team of researchers at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) have proved successful in the treatment of aneurysms and
strokes in the cerebral regions, controlled by an electromagnet-powered, surface-mounted
slithering catheter, paving the way for research in navigation around delicate and riskier
regions such as the brain and the heart [11].
The types of surgery considered in this research include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Neurosurgery;
Ophthalmic surgery;
Otolaryngology;
Cardiothoracic surgery;
Urological surgery;
Gynaecology;
Pancreatectomy;
Prostate surgery.

The main target areas in the human body for snake-like robots are described as
follows:
1.

Tonsils and adenoids: Transoral robotic surgery is performed via the oral cavity,
using a Crowe–Davis mouth gag for increased surgical exposure. The swelling of the
tonsils at the rear end of the throat, which protect the body from infection, requires
intervention to expedite swallowing movements. Sometimes, such inflammation in
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

the throat can cause obstructive sleep apnoea and, in worst cases, high blood pressure
and depression [12].
Thyroids: Robotic thyroidectomy omits any dissection through the neck which may
be highly risky, and instead utilizes a transaxillary approach with an incision of 5–7
cm via the underarm. There is scope for a flexible snake robot to be steered around
the bony protrusions under the neck, around the collar bone and at the axilla, despite
the restricted working area [13].
Neck: Cancerous lesions can be extracted inside or on the neck using robotic
techniques such as electrocautery. When the metastatic neck epithelium becomes
cancerous, the affected cells spread to the lymph nodes in the neck. Robots are highly
involved in biopsies, the microscope inspection and removal of neck tissue using
endoscopic procedures through the nose, throat, rear of the tongue, stomach area,
trachea and windpipe. Other treatments available for premature stages of throat
cancer include cordectomy, laryngoscopy, vocal cord surgery, uvulectomy and free
autologous tissue transfer [14,15].
Trachea: The widening of a narrowed windpipe below the larynx requires urgent
treatment due to breathlessness and fatigue experienced by the patient, usually
reflected in children. Robotic laryngotracheal reconstruction is carried out by flexible
endoscopic robots, widening the lumen through the use of a cartilage graft for
anastomosis and enabling the cross-field respiration of the airways [16].
Hiatic hernia: The excrescence of the upper abdomen, into the mediastinum through
the hiatus of the diaphragm. Incompetency of the lower sphincter is caused by the
loosening of the pharyngoesophageal membrane and expansion of the
diaphragmatic hiatus. A peroral endoscopic myotomy and Nissen fundoplication
can be performed using a flexible snake robot and are used to treat gastroesophageal
reflux disease (GERD), increasing digestive mobility [17].
Gastrointestinal tumours: The interstitial cells of the smooth muscle in the digestive
tract may develop cancerous attributes. A laparoscopic pancreaticoduodenectomy,
which is the removal of duodenal intestinal stromal tumours, involves excisions,
suturing and anastomosing the inner walls of the stomach using a multifunctional
robotic tip due to its malleability in restricted areas. The emerging treatment options
for such robots include targeted drug delivery and the use of surgical patches for
ulcers and tumours [18].

For further reading on the types of robotic surgery performed in clinic, readers can
refer to the Handbook of Medical Applications: Robotic-Assisted Minimally Invasive Surgery
[12].
1.2. Outline
The organization of this paper is as follows:
Section 2 presents the data collected during the literature review, including the
commercialized and experimental snake robots deployed in hospitals and clinics. Section
3 outlines the types of continuum robots and the principal driving mechanisms in their
design.
Section 4 elaborates on the materials and manufacturing techniques for snake robots
used in industry, with focus on innovative printing processes and devices. Section 5
explains the methodology in terms of dynamics and control, as well as the gait equations
utilized to control the desired angles and angular velocities.
Section 6 illustrates the algorithms in the planning and navigation of the snake robot
and the mathematical equations involved in robot motion, such as triangulation. Section
7 provides information about sensors and instrumentation, which are employed in the
surgical control system for obstacle avoidance and desired robot locomotion.
Section 8 emphasizes the validation and verification infrastructure in place for
surgical robotic systems. Finally, Section 9 presents the research gaps in the performance,
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design and control of snake robots by rationalizing the criteria by which the surgical
devices are classified in the literature review, in separate subsections for each idea.
2. Literature Review
The following section describes the numerous master–slave platforms manufactured
and patented by researchers in existing studies, with a primary focus on targeting natural
orifices through multiport access sites.
2.1. Commercial Snake Robot Systems
The history of surgical endoscopes dates back to the 1990s, when the first robotic
system AESOP was introduced by Computer Motion, Inc. (Goleta, CA, USA), and,
eventually, the evolved version ZEUS reflected the former’s multifunctional features,
including dictation and tactile feedback [4]. In line with the recent state-of-the-art
technological advances, the chronological timeline of robotic systems portrays
progressive control mechanisms with varying multichannelling methods for biopsies [19],
reconstruction [20] and ablation [21]. Moreover, joystick interfaces are widely used to steer
robotic controllers, for tip angulation, aeration, water suction, rinsing, overhead docking,
shaft rotation as well as contraction, as described by Ruiter et al. [22]. The single-use
colonoscope Aer-O-Scope operates based on propulsion for colon cannulation and
examination. The device insufflates CO2 by way of balloons for the generation of a
pneumatic actuation force [23]. The operation of the LESS system is based on the
interchangeable phases of its actuating port material, usually piezoelectric. Its platform
consists of two robotic instruments, which are manually controlled to perform an
intervention [24]. The MASTER system provides the surgeon with extra coordination
during tissue manipulation due to its five DOF instrumentation platform, which has a
collective outer diameter of 25 mm [25]. Another robotic system in the spotlight is called
the IREP, which, when coupled with visual and light sources, provides bimanual control
and operation of the robot arms. The drawbacks to this robot include its high tensile
strength with limited access to curved pathways, as well as its single-port entrance [26].
The current study revolves around a plethora of features inspired by the i²Snake
robotic system, which has been appraised by the research community in existing
renowned papers. Its master platform consists of a gripping tip and three pedals, coupled
with two six DOF electromagnetic indicators administered by a trakSTAR system as in
[19]. Further advancements in existing state-of-the-art robots include the HARP or Flex
Robotic System by MedRobotics [27], with its actuating system consisting of two
conventional motor drivers and a multilink probe with a quadruple actuating mechanism.
At the forefront, the da Vinci robotic platform is widely praised for its ease of coordination
[28], hand motion scaling for tremor removal [29] and high-definition imagery [30]. The
K-Flex system later became a product of inspiration from the i²Snake robot, with
antagonistic proximal and distal regions, four DOF and a direct control master platform,
which despite being in a pilot stage appears to be promising in the field of endoscopy [31].
Finally, the SAIT system provides a modern outlook to the da Vinci system by Intuitive
Surgical, projecting stereo vision images onto three-dimensional displays for a higher
depth perception, assisted by a robotic endoscope with six DOF and an overall systemwide seven DOF, used mainly in single-port interventions [32]. Recent proceedings, such
as in [33,34], display the current commercialized platforms used in surgical settings and
provide an outlook on the core interest of researchers to delve into their key specifications
and build on spinoff techniques for augmented intraoperative visualization and
navigation.
2.2. Academic Literature
Over 150 papers were systematically reviewed in light of this cutting-edge research,
predominantly extracted from Google Scholar, IEEExplore, PubMed and SCOPUS
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databases. The key search terms used for triaging the existing literature were “snake
robots”, “mechanics”, “medical”, “surgery”, “healthcare”, “design”, “manufacturing”,
“augmented reality”, “dynamics”, “control” and “sensor”. In contempt of the fact that the
papers reviewed were published over the last 20 years, there was a significant dearth in
the literature for the high-level control of snake robots in surgery. The number of papers
published on snake robots before the year 2013 was less than 10 per year, and the accrued
number of papers published was lower than 500. The literature review conducted in 2019
saw its highest increase in papers, reaching at least 4000, as shown in Figure 1 [35,36].
There was, hence, a pressing need for a review mainly targeting the uses of augmented
and virtual reality for controlling snake robots at a critical point in the evolution of
artificial intelligence (AI) and the meta-world, establishing mostly sensing and filtering
algorithms, alongside image processing techniques.

Figure 1. Systematic review results in PRISMA flowchart, identifying the duplicates and excluded
papers and calculating the remaining review works.

The techniques listed sequentially above underwent a thorough review amongst the
wealth of peer-reviewed publications, whereby the pros and cons of the different
commercialized systems, their control features and computational algorithms were
analysed. Parameters, such as robot mechanics, end-effector features, AR-inspired
interfaces and the potential gaps found in experimentation, were reviewed. Some authors
focused on control and modelling using intelligent predictive systems, while others
studied the orientation and positioning of robots relative to the surface using algorithmic
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approaches. The following table (Table 1) lists the different robotic platforms reviewed in
the existing literature, focusing on the principal analysis methods and their key actuating
mechanisms, pertaining to our current review topic.
Table 1. Existing robotic systems in the literature, classified in terms of the number of DOF and their
functions.
Project Name

Author/Institut
e

Functioning Principle

Telerobotic System for
Simaan et al.
Shortening and lengthening of
Minimally Invasive
[37]
circumferentially located NiTi backbones
Surgery of the Throat
I-Snake Surgical Robotic
Interventions with the peritoneal cavity
Shang et al. [38]
system
through a single orifice of 12.5 mm
CardioARM (Carnegie
Mellon University)

Degani and
Choset [27]

Multiple links strung together by cables
actuated by conventional motors

Sinusoidal wave drive formed by
Small snake-like robot Kuwada et al.
coupling DC motors in series by rotational
for pipe inspection
[39]
joints
Temporal and spatial motion for
Hirose et al. triggering locomotive recoil forces. Use of
ACM-III robot
[40]
passive wheels along the body, with
radio-servos for propulsion
Identical modules linked by two
Fjerdingen et
PIKo robot
rotational joints, with wheels for forward
al. [41]
and backward propulsion

Snake-like robot

Magnetic controlled
snake robot
Handheld flexible
surgical robot
Three-dimensional
slithering snake-like
robot
Approximate pathtracking snake robot

Roh et al. [42]

Quad-tendon sheath mechanism and
rolling joint control, associated with
stereovision through 3D cameras

Magnets were bevelled so that the joint
could curve with angle commutation
three linear motions and one rotational
Ida et al. [44]
plane
Three-dimensional autonomous
locomotion—smooth slithering gait
Bhatti et al. [45]
transition of speed, changing direction
and body shape
Path tracking, the robot can switch the
Tanaka M et al.
wheels that touch the ground by lifting
[46]
the required parts of its body

Tappe et al. [43]

CMU modular snake
Ponte et al. [47]
robot

Degrees of
Freedom

Analysis Method

2

Force sensing and kinematic
modelling

4

N/A

Five for distal
Variable stiffness in central
apparatus, 2
cable tensioning, pose
DOF for joystick estimation and internal shape
N/R

Diameter variation analysis
and its effect on movement

1

Demonstrating Hirose’s
serpenoid curve, use of tactile
sensors for obstacle-aided
locomotion

8

Horizontal motion through
bend, vertical climbing

Two 7-DOF
surgical tools,
and a 5-DOF
slave arm (14 in
total)

N/A

N/R

N/A

4

N/A

N/R

CPG models based on
convergence behaviour of the
gradient

N/R

N/A

Maps remote 3D environments, pole
climbing and pipe navigation with
structured light sensors

N/R

A continuum robot
based on the origami
structure

Santoso et al.
[48]

The driving force of the motor consists of
four wires passing through the origami
space

N/R

Aiko robot

Transeth et al.
[49]

Portable DC motor-operated platform

N/R

MOIRA

Osuka and
Kitajima [50]

Actuated by pneumatic cylinders, with
two longitudinal tracks for each side

2

Three-dimensional point
clouds used to provide external
data when locating obstacles in
planning and operation
Inverse kinematics of the
manipulator for path following
and lower vibrations with
grow-to-shape equations
Rough surface dynamics and
convex analysis with stick–slip
transitions
N/A
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OSMOS snake

Singh et al. [51]

Millibot train (Carnegie
Mellon University)

Brown et al.
[52]

OmniTread

Armada et al.
[53]

Use of sphere-shaped modules to
locomote the snake structure without
changes in shape
Couplers ensure active connection and
disconnection of segments, lifts three
proximal segments
Pneumatic actuation for surface terrain
compliance and shock absorption

N/R

N/A

1

N/A

2

Position and stiffness variation
by bellow-shaped actuators

3. Snake Robots: Structural Design Configuration
This section highlights the most common structural models of serpentine robots in
their different kinematic configurations, such as the concentric tube, tendon/cable-driven,
origami and electromagnetic robots, etc.
3.1. Types of Continuum Robots
For purposes of differentiating between various biomimetic robots, their structure
and actuation framework, such as bending axes and elastic compliance, were taken into
consideration [54]. Natural actuation mechanism types inspired from tentacles, snakes
and trunks determined the classification level of operation, classing concentric tubes,
tendons, cables and multibackbones as intrinsic actuators and hydraulic, pneumatic and
shape memory alloys as extrinsic actuators [55]. For instance, the elephant trunk-inspired
arm by Festo employs continuum bionics for grasping and reducing contact damage, with
limited point-to-point contact forces to propel lateral undulation and sidewinding as
opposed to the snake-like continuum robot [56], which is the core focus of this current
paper. The planning of the robot design was, thence, inspired by stringent observations
of the biological movement of snakes. These creatures have unusual and complex
morphologies, which were replicated using nonlinear, high-dimensional robots in
continuous states and the different adaptations of slithering systems were highlighted in
this section. Their ability to twist and bend as well as adapt to nonstructural external
stimuli enables wider reach in the narrowest of environments, particularly used in
inspection.
Despite the control configuration established by Transeth et al. [49], who described
the foundations of high-speed detection and collision-free locomotion between the organ
and the surgical instrument, existing robots have relatively restricted cubic motion in
regulated conditions. According to Hirose’s serpenoid curve proposed in 1972, the robot
conformation should essentially replicate the modal backbone curve of biological snake
bodies, with its geometrical equation mirrored in accordance with parametrized sine
waves [40]. The motor controllers move proportionally to the snake robot’s arch along its
spine temporally and spatially for triggering locomotive recoil forces. In this manner,
snake robots possess versatile features, which enable slithering in constrained
environments by morphing into different configurations during emergencies and can be
highly fault-tolerant to joint malfunctions, commanding the secondary joints to replace
the role of primary joints.
3.1.1. Concentric Tube Continuum Robots
A configuration which consists of precurved elastic tubes intertwined with each
other, and hollow spaces, eases axial translation and rotation beneath the stands and
administers the shape of the robot structure, as shown in Figure 2. The characteristics of
the founding material, in this case, a nickel–titanium shape memory alloy (NiTi SMA),
contribute to the innate malleability of the sidewinding tubes at super-elastic points. This,
in turn, drives the contraction and relaxing of circumferentially located backbones when
treated at elevated temperatures. For example, Suh et al. [57] described the design of a
continuum robot with rolling joints with surface contact joints, coupled with NiTi
backbone linkages. The concentric tube robots can adapt to external stimuli and
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manoeuvre in complex shapes only by rotation and translation, defining this model as a
new impetus for use in a surgical setting. Furthermore, a recent study conducted by Wang
et al. [58] proved the effectiveness of follow-the-leader mechanisms deployed for closed,
three-dimensional trajectory tracking systems for MIS, in a tentacle-shaped device called
the concentric tube robot (CTR). Due to the need for motion precision in MIS procedures,
serial link, biologically adapted robots have been manufactured for increased compliance
and biocompatibility, using materials that have high interaction with their environment
and, hence, theoretically innumerable DOFs.

Figure 2. Example of current concentric tube design (adapted from [59]).

3.1.2. Tendon/Cable Continuum Robots
Another class of actuating mechanisms includes tendon/cable arrangements, which
drive the surgical robot arm, changing its locomotion pattern in response to the most
convoluted trajectories (Figure 3). The tension in the cables, when pulled, actuates the
intertwining rod skeletons over long distances, held together by a series of elastic joints
with decussating notches. To resolve the issue of inconsistent curvatures, a cable-steered
model with contact support and laser displacement sensors integrated along an array of
interlocking joints has been proposed by Gao et al. [60]. The resulting structure consists of
a proximal vertical rod pillar, rotating ball and socket joints and a Stewart parallel
platform, which can provide force feedback. As an alternate actuation method, springs in
multicatheters are utilized for cable tensioning and wired through channels or plates, as
mentioned by Ikuta et al. [61] and Simaan et al. [37]. The prominence of these tendon/cable
mechanisms has been sustained by the ease of control and maximization of the propelling
force transfer over long pathways.

End-effector of instrument

Tendon wire channels
Figure 3. Example of a tendon-driven concentric tube robot (adapted from [62]).

3.1.3. Origami Continuum Robots
Origami-inspired continuum robots (CRs) have attracted great interest in recent
years due to their metamaterial-based properties, such as interchangeable stiffness,
deployability, foldability and innate structure stability. These 3D robots comprise of
tessellated tubular objects from a planar sheet, as presented by Salerno et al. [63], in an
SMA-actuated, origami-inspired miniature robot with six DOFs for MIS procedures.
Previous comprehensive studies by Vander Hoff et al. [64] and Zhang et al. [65] mentioned
the concept of a bellow-like structural design using origami techniques, focusing on the
axial stiffness, electromechanical integration and adjustability of the continuum robots
(Figure 4). Furthermore, the control mechanism depends on the torsional stiffness to
supply the restoring force, independent of additional springs. Their fabrication process
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consists of laser cutting the origami pattern onto a thin polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
film which acts as the substate material [49].

Figure 4. Example of origami-inspired pleated structure of a snake robot (adapted from [66]).

3.1.4. Magnetic Continuum Robots
A recent paper by Kim et al. [67] depicted the magnetic polarity of the intramolecular
polymer complex, in a robot also known as the submillimetre-scale ferromagnetic soft
continuum robot (SFSCR). This robot can penetrate through restricted environments due
to its high malleability and narrow end-effectors [68]. However, the inner or outer
additive coatings have minimum biocompatibility features for surgical invasion, which
means that further magnetization and film-coating may be required to achieve optimal
efficiency. In another study by Tappe et al. [43], the controlling magnets were bevelled, so
that the joint could curve with angle commutation. To improve the ergonomic features of
the device, a programmed anisotropy was embedded into a polymeric substance and
exposed to a magnetic field of 1T, which eventually created an undulating motion in the
system by disturbing the magnetic flux, as in [69].
3.1.5. Dual Continuum Mechanism
This mechanism has been proposed in a clinical environment for facilitated
disinfection during surgical interventions, usually possessing multiple DOFs for sixdimensional motion within anatomical regions, such as the abdomen or the
gastrointestinal tract. The actual device is retractable from the main platform, with
varying backbone structural arrangements; hence, enabling interchangeable actuation
properties. A study by Wu et al. [70] depicted the use of an inverted dual continuum
mechanism (IDCM) to translate sideways in the presence of a cable-driven wrist, which
controls the orientation of the end-effector for decoupling the desired motion. The useful
features of the IDCM include maintaining a constant cross-sectional length during
actuation, increased compliancy and bulking load capacity. The passive backbone
structures have uniform lengths throughout the guiding tubes, which provide constant
tensions, allowing for the shortening or elongation of single-cable segments. They can also
withstand larger compressive forces, without risking the efficiency of the continuum
movements.
4. Materials and Manufacturing
This section highlights a plethora of step-by-step printing and fabrication processes
involved in the real-scale production of snake robots for use in a noninvasive surgical
setting. In recent years, extensive literature has been published on several forms of
additive manufacturing (AM) techniques and the respective materials used for moulding
desired shapes for robot structures.
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4.1. Materials Used in Snake Robot Manufacture and the Features Affecting Actuation
Variable stiffness modulation contributes to the reliable interaction of soft robotic
structures with the environment. The stiffness coefficient of such materials plays a pivotal
role in undulating movement and flexibility, as well as achieving stability in robot
dynamics and body shape. There exist several methods used to act as shock absorbers
during volatile, self-excited movement and cyclic motion controllers, including
equilibrium-controlled stiffness, biomimetic antagonistic-controlled stiffness and
mechanically controlled stiffness. The antagonistic variable stiffness actuators (VSAs) are
placed at opposing directions to the position control actuators; thus, satisfying the
conditions for torque production about the joint. The bidirectional antagonism, with
variable stiffness (BAVS) as well as flexible antagonistic springs (FAS), requires higher
energy to regulate the stiffness during unloading. In contrast, another common method
mentioned in previous articles includes mechanism-based variable stiffness methods
(MVSMs). The actuation of rolling joints such as drive rods, rack locks, cable/tendon
tensioning as well as layer and granular jams and the antagonistic actuation process, all
of which are explained in detail later, require a certain internal stress produced from the
resultant torque on opposing faces of the continuum body [71].
4.1.1. Mechanism-Based Variable Stiffness Actuators
A novel rotational actuator created from S-shaped springs, described by Xu et al. [72],
is based on the principle of varying beam lengths and planetary gear differentials for an
infinite range of stiffness values and a high power-to-weight ratio, coupled with improved
sliding control using the Lyapunov disturbance error compensation. Wang et al. [58]
mentioned a rolling joint actuator design called the vsaFGR, inspired by the flexible rack
and gear mechanism, which is manufactured from a highly flexible, nonlinear element
and a linear regulation mechanism. This property provides a higher stiffness variation as
well as an increased energy efficiency during the vertical displacements of the gear with
respect to its respective platform rack.
The tensioning and loosening of the main cable produces varying stiffness
coefficients along the material, and is widely used in colonoscopes such as the Olympus
model CF-2404 [73]. Yagi et al. [74] mentioned the development of a rigid–malleable
external sheath for endoscopic surgery, based on numerous joints and a slider link
mechanism which operates on the grounds of pressure variation. Increased stiffness is
promoted through friction production between the meshed rings of cables, during the
pressurisation of the inner and outer rack-locking channels. Mylonas et al. [75] used the
principle of bimanual triangulation and force delivery to establish the CYCLOPS design,
which is operated by the lateral pull of tendons along the openings of a semirigid scaffold.
In this manner, the variable stiffness of the tendons is built at the centre axis of the
endoscopic instrument. Maghooa et al. [76] and Sun et al. [77] developed the idea of
tendon-driven and pneumatic built-in rod mechanisms for the stiffness variation of
continuum robots, which, however, were met with obstacles such as a higher diameter
and uneven tension distribution.
4.1.2. Material-Based Variable Stiffness Actuators
A countless number of conceptual prototypes have been envisaged using thermally
activated phase-change materials (PCMs), including phase-change alloy (PCA) and
thermoplastics for the actuation of surgical snake robots. Some varying stiffness actuators
are able to fluctuate their temperature during chemical transitions and others experience
changes in their electromagnetic composition during rheological reactions, such as in
electro-rheological fluids (ERF) and magneto-rheological fluids (MRF). Alternate methods
also include pneumatic fluid and chamber actuation, hydraulic fluid actuation as well as
granular and laminar jamming [71]. In recent investigations by Tadano et al. [78] on the
applications of pneumatic actuators with integrating force-sensing properties, a master–
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slave was presented as a four DOF axial rotor, which enabled translation and rotation
around the fulcrum. This notion has been further explored in the literature; for instance,
the Festo Bionic Handling Assistant [56] and the OctArm robot [79] utilise the triple
parallel arrangement of McKibben actuators for position and force control.
Pneumatic and Granular Jamming Mechanisms
A combination of pneumatic and granular jamming mechanisms was trialled on a
cadaver for an FF7-STIFF-FLOP-aided mesorectal excision, for stiffening and triggering
the movement of the actuators. This process was based on the dexterity of the actuating
cross-sectional area to expand in its flexible state, during the operation of tubular
manipulators used in assistance to numerous continuum or serpentine robots, whilst
performing MIS [80]. A novel technique, producing a mounting increase of 300% as
compared to the pneumatic actuator muscle (PAM), was suggested by Cianchetti et al.
[81] in their study of a robot arm simulating the octopus motion and exploiting its legs’
entirety for interactions with the external biological environment [82]. Furthermore, a
granular jamming-based stiffening mechanism, inspired by coffee granule behaviour in
an augmented vacuum, was used to create interparticle forces and, in turn, system
stiffness. The authors of [83] depicted the use of layer-jamming mechanisms for snake-like
robot exteriors, whereby the imbricated layers generate a substantial amount of friction,
albeit requiring a motorised vacuum pump. It has been suggested, after rigorous
experimentation, that combining the antagonistic variable stiffness methods, such as cable
and pneumatic fluidity, as described by Manti et al. [84], enhances both design complexity
as well as stiffness, in contrast to fluid actuating mechanisms and singular jamming
mechanisms.
4.2. Manufacturing
Several authors employed a common methodology for the manufacture and design
of the snake robot, irrespective of the type of system, prescribing the extensive use of soft
materials in robot modules. For facilitated repair and versatility, the prototypes of the
robots were constructed as a series of modules, to prevent complete system failure in case
a single bending segment becomes faulty.
4.2.1. Conceptual Design and CAD Models
The biological outer structure of a snake robot’s manoeuvres throughout its
vertebrae, activating its bodily muscles on the proximal and dorsal sides. Many existing
studies have suggested the initial, simplified modelling of two-link mechanisms using
software packages, such as Eagle CAD, and later amended into a multilink snake robot
structure. In terms of single-link production, the initial body is produced with cavities on
the top and bottom of each connecting link, which is in turn attached to its respective
actuating muscle through the guiding holes. To prevent undesirable compression at the
main axis and limit the relative rotation around the circumference, round rolling contacts
are slotted at each helix curve, at 180-degree equi-angles. As suggested by Roh et al. [42],
one side of the body has a hooking design feature to hold the actuators in place, as well
as to enable free rotary movement during contraction to achieve the required angular
velocity. The initial kinematic testing provides data on the dimensionalities of the
structure; hence, achieving at least 15 degrees of both positive and negative rotations [42].
4.2.2. Prototyping
3D Printing Techniques
Once the outline of the device is finalized, the next steps in the design process include
a manufacturing technique such as MultiJet printing, selective laser melting (SLM) and
stereolithography. The main objective is the creation of three-dimensional solid objects in
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a systematic series of layers, replacing the conventional plastics available on the market,
including polylactic acid (PLA) and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS). It has been
found that specific techniques provide more efficient results in terms of durability,
flexibility and response. In a model by Henselmans et al. [85], a follow-the-leader
mechanism called the Memoflex II was created from R5 photopolymer on a Perfactory® 4
Mini XL (EnvisionTec GmbH, Gladbeck, Germany) 3D printer in a process called selective
laser curing or scan, spin and selectively photocure (3SP) [86,87].
Further research carried out by scientists such as Hu et al. [88] explored the
possibilities of using metallic powder in a powder bed fusion process, consisting of rolling
and heating on a workstation until the melting point is achieved. For hollow structures
such as the serpentine body, a low-density support mechanism may be created with a cutoff inclination of 45° and a separating distance of 0.035 mm to prevent the fusion of the
printed parts, which is eventually scraped off by wire EDM procedures. This technique
has seen a breakthrough in the multistructural soft robotic devices available, such as the
12-actuator soft robotic hand triggered by pneumatic actuators in a study by Rost et al.
[89], as well as the polyamide-based (PA 2200 or Nylon) multilink snake-like robot
comprising of soft hinges and bearings for endoscopic interventions by Roppenecker et
al. [90].
Manufacture of the Final Structure
In the fabrication stage, it is imperative that each unit observes the desired flexibility
and stiffness standards to hold the snake’s shape in position at a particular organ in the
body, to perform operations within a deep anatomical reach at an abundance of
coordinate points in the workspace, to deform to the original position after each
experiment (repeatability conditioning) and to allow facilitated end user care and
maintenance.
Dumitru et al. [91] proposed a robotic system with cable-driven vertebrae; three
flexible wires were attached to the end vertebrae and another triple set of wires attached
to the change of direction vertebrae. A series arrangement was created, comprising of
fixed elements at each end (end one and end two), two segments consisting of ten
vertebrae, half of which were full vertebrae and half of which were conjugated empty
vertebrae, a central “change of direction” structure and six flexible steel rods. In a model
by Xu et al. [92], the structure was built as a single segment with an orthogonal
arrangement, allowing for the triangular configuration of the claw-like function in singleport surgery. As for double-port surgery, the robotic arm was built with multiple
segments and joined together by a median linkage (Figure 5a–c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Example of the structure of a snake-like robot. (a) Single segment with individual links;
(b) double segment with joints linked to a median linkage; (c) internal view of the continuum
structure showing tendon wires guided through terminals (adapted from [92]).

As cited by Vaida et al. [93], experimental data suggest that the central diameter of
the flexible units be 15 mm each, with a length of 8 mm and a radius of 5 mm for rolling
joints, at 12 mm separations between each other. These dimensions are also suitable for
abdominal and vocal cavities for rapid postoperative healing, enabling a central axis to be
established along the instrument for the wiring of tendons, efficient actuation and higher
degrees of freedom in the localized workspace. In another study by Jelinek et al. [71], a
similar approach using a hyper-redundant series of segments connected by cables at a
control point provided a vertical pull-and-release antagonistic actuation throughout a
specific surgical passageway. The respective shaft with a 0.12 mm diameter comprised of
a solid backbone with sixteen 3D-printed segments, which supplied axial stiffness to the
shaft, while the helices generated torsion to facilitate the segment locomotion, due to their
reduced bending stiffness coefficient.
5. Dynamics and Control
5.1. Types of Gait Techniques in Snake Robots
The incentive behind research on the dynamics of the snake robot has arisen from the
locomotion patterns of biological snakes, which adapt their gait in response to external
stimuli. The classification of different gait techniques was first carried out by Gray et al.
[94], with the observation of the intricate terrestrial kinematics of the grass snake
(tropidonotusnatrix). In studies conducted by Jayne et al. [95], Marvi et al. [96] as well as
Gong et al. [97], each focused on the videography and electromyography of the
locomotion arrangements of the snake, including the lateral undulation, concertina,
crotaline/sidewinding and rectilinear gaits. The most common gait is lateral undulation,
which consists of a continuous sine wave, capturing at least three coordinates between the
snake and the flow medium: two for generating the reaction contact forces and a third
counter-balancing force (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. The different types of snake locomotion used during the control of the robotic system,
including lateral rolling, lateral undulation, rectilinear locomotion and sidewinding.

In a study by Dear et al. [98], the concept of highly effective locomotion using
unparalleled configurations was explored, a system which does not produce recurrent
hindering forces. The primary determinants for snake gait locomotion include rotational
velocities with respect to the contact surface of the device between the base and the
ground. Another study by Yaqub et al. [99] depicted the sinuous movement of the snake,
following the lateral undulating shape of the pipe, adapting to the changing diameters.
The ground-breaking notion of obstacle-aided kinaesthesia and proprioception
revolutionized the design and control of snake robots, owing to its ability to propel
coherently over uneven planes such as scaffolding.
5.2. Biological Principles of Snake Motion
In compliance with the biological properties of snakes, it is worth mentioning the
fundamental role of extra bodily scales, which supply anisotropic friction essential for
propelling the system forward. Recent literature by Hu et al. [100] has shown that the
frictional characteristics of snakeskin play a pivotal role in controlling the movement of
the body; the principle that states that the tangential vector produces less friction as
compared to the normal vector requires minimal isotropic friction for controlled motion.
Furthermore, the principle of friction enhancement for forward motion described by
Marvi et al. [96] creates double the friction on a work surface for an increased reliability
of the system. These friction properties, as well the significance of weight distribution
through multiple terrain contact vectors, have become the driving force for snake robot
design and motion in an array of research works published over the years.
5.3. Movement in Different Types of Snake Robots
5.3.1. Standard Snake Robots
For decades, laparoscopic surgery using snake robots has been the main point of
focus for researchers, with its end-user friendly features such as lower postoperative
bleeding/trauma as well as reduced infection rates. They can be classified into two
categories based on their mechanical structure: (1) rigid instruments, used for traditional
laparoscopic surgery, can be inserted through minuscule orifices and feature four DOFs,
axial rotation and axial insertion; (2) steerable tip instruments can assume the shape of
undulating and intricate anatomical pathways with their bevelled tips and, therefore,
possess supplementary DOFs.
Moreover, numerous types of rolling motions in a three-dimensional space were
specified in a design by Dowling et al. [101] such as lateral rolling, which consists of the
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continuous motion of all joints with the same phase difference. Another rolling
mechanism includes the “smoke ring” by Chen et al. [102], which includes the
manoeuvring of the snake body into a ring and curling up a pipe for a “roll” type
locomotion. Another form of motion which has been used to climb up stairs is mentioned
in a study by Yim et al. [103], for a wheel-like motion, which may albeit incur challenges
such as falling.
5.3.2. Concentric Tube Continuum Robots
Concentric snake robots have reconfigurable catheter-like dimensions primarily
designed for navigation, owing to their ingrained precurved tubes nested inside one
another. Translating and rotating the tubes at the base of the robot platform provides the
necessary actuation methods for the snake to bend and twist during operations. Since they
can assume a nexus of 3D pathways, they can be utilized as steerable needle-like robots
with indefectible super-elasticity properties. The curvatures their bodies can achieve
depend on the variable stiffness coefficients, as well as the shape, size and length of the
tubes. These robots rely primordially on surrounding surface contact to guide them
through different natural orifices of the body. Any disturbance introduced to the system
may reduce frictional forces, as well as tip stiffness, hindering the efficiency of the tasks
performed at the robot tip. Existing literature published by Yu et al. [36] suggests a small
concentric tube robot, which was developed for nasopharyngeal biopsy, enabling
manipulator bending of up to 270° throughout its triple channel series of 4 mm. Concentric
tube robots can perform lateral undulation and force application along their body length.
They can also be used for substance delivery owing to their appropriately sized lumens,
capable of additional end-effector attachments. Furthermore, the devices can navigate in
viscous and hollow surroundings, independent of the tissue interaction pull. However,
since they are modelled using multiple revolute joints which are closely arranged,
concentric tube robots may offer a lower number of DOFs.
5.3.3. Tendon/Cable Continuum Robots
Most continuum devices, in opposition to rigid link ones, are distinguished by their
continuous flexible body, which bends according to the structure of the given
manipulator, particularly for use in compliance-driven interactions between humans and
robots and obstacle avoidance in risky anatomical environments. For this purpose, the
category of continuum robots actuated using tendon-like cables is sought after for their
ease of installation and miniaturisation of the system. In a model emerged in a recent
paper by Wei et al. [104], a skeletal continuum robot was actuated by three stainless steel
millicables through a free channel with guiding holes. Typically, tendon-driven
continuum robots have an elastic backbone with serially arranged, equidistant disks,
which house the actuating cables along the conventional base to end-disk routings. A
single central channel transmits the generating power along the length of the cables and
depends on the arrangement of the driving cables coupled by the guiding disk
dimensions.
In other related works, Rezaei et al. [105] and Wang et al. [106] proposed similar
antagonistic tendon-driven mechanisms, which generated sufficient surface friction for
actuator control. Li et al. [107] illustrated a tendon-like mechanism, which was controlled
by a distal and proximal module connected to one another via four tendons routed around
eight pulleys. The rotor motion would trigger a linear kinematic model during the tendon
pull-and-release operation, assisted by springs for additional repercussive forces. A
specific variation in the stiffness coefficient may also be generated due to the difference in
spring constants of the distal and proximal modules. Finally, Neumann et al. [108]
explored the use of tendon-like cables for maximum extensibility and achieving a
compliant series of robot configuration robots for robot-assisted laparoscopic
interventions along a three-dimensional curvature.
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5.3.4. Pneumatic/Hydraulic Robots
In present-day works, pneumatic novel techniques of actuation are aimed at
autonomous control in soft surgical robots, through the inflation and pressurisation of
multiple fluidic channels (pneumatic networks or “pneu-nets”) composed of an
elastomeric medium. Conventional fluid actuation is achieved by the continual extraction
and injection of gas or liquid within the channels, which, in turn, activates the expansion
and contraction of the inner cavities of the CRs. These methods are subject to scepticism
in the research community due to the need for a larger tubular volume and flammability
in high temperature stimuli. Examples of pneumatic muscle actuators include the
McKibben Pneumatic Artificial Muscle (PAM) with characteristic length shortening
during an increase in pressure, with some state-of-the-art designs reaching 40% of
contraction. The concept of fluidity in actuation has been explored in previous literature,
for instance, the Festo Bionic Handling Assistant [56] functions using multidirectional
inflation and contraction, supported by an expansion-suppressing corrugated sheath on
its surface.
A six-link model proposed by Tondu et al. [109] consists of PAMs on either side of
the connecting links for rotational kinematics within a braided mesh sleeve, enclosed at
their extremities. The netted interior of the cylinder bounces back to restore the original
shape of the actuator, as a scissor linkage mechanism, which translates that expansion into
a linear contraction. In a similar design implemented by Granosik et al. [110], integrated
pneumatic actuators were utilised in the design and control of the OmniTread OT-4 robot,
which were a series of pneumatic bellows linked to its body, providing two DOF motion
to the system. A study by Marchese et al. [111] used fluidic elastomer actuators (FEAs), a
technology embedded in fluid-pressure actuated biological soft-bodied robots for
bending a bidirectional structure, comprising of a layer of elastomers and a layer of
nonextendable but manoeuvrable material, for axial tension generation. Additionally,
Kakogawa et al. [112] demonstrated the advantages of parallel elastic actuators (PEA) in
snake robot kinaesthesia during complex trajectory divergence, which combined springs
and an electric motor for a lowered energy consumption.
5.4. Design Optimisation of Rolling Joints
In an effort to optimize and elevate robot motion efficiency, the tendon placement
within the joints is of prime importance, which varies in configurations depending on the
inner channel diameter, the range of movement and the torque distribution. In normal
revolute joints, the tendons are usually located across the outer surface of the joint,
restricting the range of motion. An iterative method was used to sample the different
tendon positions d, which implemented a secondary sampling method to determine the
combinations of joint layouts for testing their repeatability and feasibility. The attainable
inputs operate within motor angle workspace boundaries β1 and β2 rather than tendon
length limits; hence, proportional to the capstan radius R.
In order to simulate this optimisation issue, all generated slices were stacked via a
heat map for displaying the discretised step sizes for motor angles, tendon lengths as well
as the value ranges, which indicate extreme joint separation and elevated collision risks.
Finally, the snake robot spine architecture comprising of Bowden cables allows for
sufficient workspace within the driving channels of surgical tools, such as the
suction/irrigation end-effectors. This layout enables the accommodation of lower joint
dimensions for additional channels, as well as the actuation cable proximity to the neutral
line as in [113] for reduced cross-talk errors.
5.5. Kinematic Model of the Planar Snake Robot
The locomotion models in this paper were inspired from research papers by Shapere
and Wilczek [114], Murray and Sastry [115] and Ostrowski [116], who all explored the use
of basic mathematical equations, which led to the general idea of undulation and
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sidewinding in snake robots. In a paper by Liptak et al. [117], four-and five-link dynamic
snakes, each with three DOF, were investigated in terms of the position and orientation
of the robot, and were classified as under-actuated nonholonomic mechanical systems of
the first-order. By reference to the kinematics theory in a study by Dong et al. [118], a
novel twin actuator mechanism was presented, such that the compliant joint remained
stationary when the backbone was not affected by tension from the cabling structure and
no serpentine locomotion occurred. In another piece of research conducted by Schmitz et
al. [119], the choice of instrument was defined by the end-effector abilities to reach the end
coordinates during an experiment, and this was actualized by the forward kinematic (FK)
and inverse kinematic (IK) algorithms.
The base working principle for standard kinematic modelling was predominantly
derived from Hirose’s serpenoid curve, with a gait technique involving a lateral energy
transfer, akin to the sine wave [40]. Sato et al. [120] confirmed the utility of bioinspired
muscle contraction for maximum motion reliability, which twos expressed in a formula
as:
ρ = −αbsin(bs)

(1)

where ρ is the radius of the curvature, α is the initial angle of the curve, b is a constant and
s is the displacement of the ends of the curve.
If the snake body comprises of N joints with a length of 2l, linked by N − 1 motors
and each of a uniformly distributed mass m, the motion of the snake is generated and
controlled by the angle θ as expressed in the equation below:
θ(s) = αcos(bs)

(2)

Figure 7 below depicts the case of forward linear displacements occurring normal to
the forward motion, counteracting the forces at the revolute joints. However, the effect of
the body rotation may hinder the body’s slithering translations due to the resultant torque
produced during antagonistic forward propulsion alongside revolution. The centre of
mass m is in the middle of the serpenoid curve, with the IMU found in the head of the
centroid coordinate. The coordinate points xh and yh are related to the geometrical
locations of the snake robot head on an x–y plane.

Figure 7. Displacement of the snake robot and angles between linkages of each segment (adapted
from [120]).

The angle between adjacent joints determining the motion of the snake can be
depicted as:
ψ = θ(s + l) − θ(s − l) = −2αsin(bl)sin(bs).

(3)

The conventional coordinate frame is selected for positioning the robot head and the
direction of motion such that the joint angle ψ changes in proportion to the input angle of
symmetry θ, translating from the centre of origin towards γ, which is the adjustment
factor of direction Equation (4) depicts the aforementioned angle calculation where I is
the command motion variable and is the angular velocity.
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As proposed by Liljeback et al. [32], the path-following model of the undulating
snake is depicted as a planar robot with segments interlinked by active revolute joints. For
simplicity, the navigation plane is horizontal and a frictional force is applied as a normal
contact force from the ground to each linkage for adequate propulsion. The forward
motion of the robot is produced by the normal components of the forces applied on the
links, which generate a change in body structure and shape in the direction of locomotion.
According to [32], the path-following control of the snake robot comprises of two principal
constituents: gait pattern controller, which induces forward motion and positive lateral
undulation, and the heading controller, which controls the direction of the body along the
desired passageway via the line-of-sight (LOS) guidance law, commonly used in marine
surface vessel guidance.
Θref=−arctan(py/∆).

(5)

where p is the cross-track error and ∆ is the look-ahead distance.
The snake motion is restrained by its mechanical features, including its integrated
MEMS inertial measurement unit (IMU) consisting of high-accuracy single-axis
accelerometers and gyroscopes, mainly used for navigation and pose estimation. As stated
by Zhao et al. [121], the cartesian target and obstacle points along the pathway have a
gravitational pull p, which affects the robot’s movement by inducing attractive and
repulsive forces F and ET, respectively (Figure 8), which is represented by:
F(t) = p × ET(t)

(6)

Figure 8. Relationship between the attractive force and snake body (adapted from [121]).

The robot can initially align itself using the quaternion equations in [114,122],
monitored in terms of the angular velocity and acceleration, within 10 s of powering the
device. Furthermore, after each cycle, the controller carries out a zero-velocity operation
stopping motion for milliseconds and enables periodic data from the accelerometer and
gyroscope to be examined, establishing the Kalman filter algorithm. Since there are rapid
changes in the velocity and pose of the robot, it is important to eliminate the integral errors
in time; hence, zeroing the velocities to carry on the error restraint. The instantaneous
kinematics equation:
=

~

(7)

accounts for optimised load distribution and the decoupling of individual end-effector
arm and wrist singularities; hence, generating all angular velocities from the joint angles
( represents snake configuration,
is the instantaneous kinematics Jacobian matrix
and

~

is the joint displacement of the ith secondary backbone) [123].
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In a paper by Xu et al. [92], actuation was achieved by the axial extension and
compression of parallel segments within a distal dexterity unit (DDU), aiming to generate
highly precise motion up to three DOF. This creates a friction build-up within the channels
and, hence, additional axial pressure in the secondary serpentine backbones, as illustrated
in the friction model in [92], which consists of two 41° circular sheets curved into a conical
structure of a 20 mm diameter. The existing flat belt brakes model in [96] suggests that the
~
actuation force on the backbone
and the actuation force on the entire unit
are linked
by this equation:
~

=

(8)

·

The final equation (see Equation (9)) obtained after taking the external forces applied
on the backbones and the cone was utilised in a calibration experiment to establish the
correlation between the static frictional force fs and coefficient of friction μ using a force
scale, where the minima achieved on the square curve was fs = 1.959 N and μ = 0.1727.
~

=( + )·

,

= 41°

(9)

6. Navigation and Planning
6.1. Path Planning of Snake Robot
Optimal path planning contributes to the undisturbed movement of the snake-like
robot through channels; thus, preventing the risks of bleeding and error-prone navigation
during tip control. Mathematical methods such as pixel decomposition, virtual potential
fields and probabilistic roadmaps (PRM) are used to achieve this desired motion through
body vessels. The latter method creates a random selection of pixels in an image, connects
the noncollision coordinates and, hence, generates a map which is recorded and
supervised using reinforcement learning algorithms, such as the Monte Carlo learning,
temporal difference learning and dynamic programming [124].
Ideally, the snake robot should follow a straight line unless subject to external forces.
Nevertheless, previous literature by Luo et al. [125] and Moore et al. [126] suggests that
this gait may cause a diversion in the motion, caused by the varying actuator performance
and the fluctuations in weight distribution. The iterative learning control (ILC) method,
for monitoring periodic systems such as the serpentine gait repetition throughout
modules with a phase difference, by using open loop control to measure, collects and
matches the smallest desired amplitudes across all cycles. Path-planning algorithms are
at the essence of successful robot control and sensing, as explored in several works in the
past [127], including research on the local roadmaps emphasizing the constraints of
locomotion using the generalized Voronoi graph computations. A recent study expressed
the widespread use of artificial potential fields operating under the principle of virtual
work [128], which eventually modify and adjust the local paths using simulated annealing
to avoid minimum values from being included in calculations. An alternate method
includes linearizing the snake rotation into individual motions and using an existing
planning algorithm to analyse them.
As depicted in the paper by Liljeback et al. [129], the WPI snake robot is tracked by
its proximal tip at each time coordinate by adjusting the steering offset, which is the
difference between the error in the current orientation and the gradient between the
centroid and the required node position, such that when the former is 0, the snake follows
a straight line, and when it is between −0.3 and 0.3, the snake agitates between left and
right directions. A proximity threshold may be determined for the serpentine body to
travel as close as possible to the destination coordinate without steering in other
directions, as in [125], which is available to readers to explore further.
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6.2. Motion Planning of Snake Robot
After establishing the path desired by the surgical instrument, it is important for the
surgeon to understand the angles at which to place the end-effector, such that there is
enhanced control within a biological channel. Therefore, for every robotic instrument, the
FK analysis must be performed to determine the tip position and orientation in its spatial
configuration using the Denavit–Hartenberg (DH) convention. Mathematically, the FK
equations can be used to determine the position of the end-effector in a Cartesian
workspace by substituting the coordinate values in the DH transformation matrix. The
inverse kinematics, however, use the Jacobian matrix to generate the tool velocity and
appropriate joint angles for the smooth motion planning and coordination of robot endeffectors along target areas in the body.
For example, papers by Wang [130], Sheng [131] and Yahya [132] concentrated on the
geometrical analysis of hyper-redundant manipulators for solving the angle values and
deploying end-effector coordinates by means of planar IK kinematics. Contrary to the
conventional three-versus-four joint cartesian arrangement along the x and y axes,
respectively, the D-H convention provides a simplified geometrical setup, such that the
base coordinate system is placed on the initial static link of the structure. This means that
we only focus on the locomotion of four or five modules, preventing the intersection of
the entire structure during pose and orientation estimation, such as in [133,134]. In cases
where this assumption cannot be applied, such as in works by Liljeback et al. [135], which
involve continuous motion, the virtual structure for orientation and position (VSOP) is
used to provide a position and orientation to the five revolute two DOF joints by adding
an additional virtual joint connected by a no-mass link.
6.3. Optimisation Framework for Snake Robots
Locomotion efficiency has become a critical factor in the modelling and simulation
of bio-inspired snake robot behaviour, with primary focus on power consumption and
forward kinematics viewed as a single target. The remedies suggested by Kelasidi et al.
[136] provide both derivative-free and gradient-based algorithms; however, it seems that
the former encompasses the need to eliminate local optima errors due to their stochastic
and nonsmooth characteristics. This study enabled a 43.63% and 34.68% decrease in
power consumption for 10 and 20 link land-use robots through gait optimization
algorithms. Moreover, the genetic algorithm (GA) remains the primary method of
tracking the forward head snake-like gait, whilst its speed and displacement are taken
into consideration [92]. In [137], the swimming gait parameters such as the particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithm perform a repetitive iteration on the uneven velocities of
point coordinates in their neighbourhood and adjust the movement according to the most
trained particle of the swarm, as illustrated in a reinforcement learning-based study by
Kennedy et al. [138] for higher constructive cooperation in a converging robot. The
optimization framework consists of the plant or the snake robot, in this case, the system
input, which comprises of the pattern generator and the joint control and, finally, the
optimizer, as shown in Figure 9 below.
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Figure 9. The control system for optimising the power and velocities of the snake robot (adapted
from [139]).

In general, for all snake robots, the optimization problem is categorized as the
multiobjective optimization, such that the summation of kinetic energy and energy lost
through frictional forces in air or water is expressed in a single formula, as in [136] through
the Euler LaGrange principle, assuming that the joint structure is ideal. Furthermore, the
open-source simulation packages, such as Gazebo, V-REP as well as MATLAB/Simulink,
provide a platform to accurately record and analyse snake-like robot behaviour. In a paper
by Hulka et al. [139], the PhysX framework, initially built for gaming, was used for
collision detection and motion sensitivity incorporating verification processes such as the
simulation-in-the-loop (SIL) technique to position the forward head of the snake. A model
approximation of the snake-like robot was determined in a simulated environment, and
the GA served as a swarm evaluating language, such that all torques and inertia were
calculated in a lateral undulating scenario. The MATLAB distance formula (Equation (10))
(|xs − xe|2 + |ys − ye|2).

(10)

was used to implement the GA fitness function throughout the particle population,
whereby the
coordinates were the head segment coordinates and the ( , )
,
coordinates were the translated head segment coordinates on a dexterous workspace. The
optimization parameters in this experiment included a, b and ω, where only ω had harmful
effects on the snake robot manipulation, causing it to waver in random directions, rather
than maintain a straight line of motion.
7. Sensing and Instrumentation
The highly acquiescent sensor library is a research area that has emerged to address
the challenge of the reliability of rigid robotic systems and to supply sensory feedback in
the form of proprioception, force and pressure sensing. Changes in the resistance of the
strain sensors detect varying angle continuums in snake-like robots, which are adept in
high strain, restricted DOF locations when they confront the barriers between channels
and organs in the body. Shape sensing is the term used to describe the ability to control a
robotic instrument in a desired, nondisturbed manner, eliminating hand tremors for
elevated precision in surgery. Shape sensing is, consequently, used to validate and adjust
the position of the robot in a closed loop to prevent excessive bending and damage to the
apparatus. Surgical techniques, such as laparoscopy, necessitate the tactful manipulation
of soft tissue, especially in suturing (under 0.7 mm), which requires minimal angle
deflection [140].
7.1. Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) Sensors
Primarily, the FBG sensors sense a change in the mechanical strain of an actively
locomoting optic fibre by perceiving the wavelength shift. This method uses magnetic
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resonance imaging (MRI) prior to colonoscopy, which is highly temperature sensitive and
experiences the most positioning errors. The FBG is a microstructure of a few mm, which
functions as a mirror for wavelength selection and photo inscription in the core of a singlestranded fibre. Shape measurement occurs relative to the most proximal position of the
FBG sensor, and angular errors are accrued along the sensor length in the opposite
direction of measurement. In contrast to the intrinsic sensor techniques in FBG, light
intensity modulation (LIM) measures the level of light reflected by an optical mirror,
which causes a shift in resistivity relative to light intensity [141]. A paper by Polito et al.
[142] describes the intensity shift phenomenon from one fibre to another through a
reflection from a rotating mirror or for varying displacements.
7.2. Direction Bending Sensors
Direction bending sensors are used for motion detection during a stretching/bending
stimulus such as polydimethylsilicone (PDMS) liquid-loaded conductive channels.
Another form of bending sensor is a strain gauge composed of a textile or yam, which
responds to a change in electrical resistivity proportionally to specific bending, which
determines the breaking point of the material. Moreover, a carbon-resistive-based flexible
substrate also detects shifts in resistivity as the radius of the bending material changes.
Bogue [143] recounted the design of a robotic platform called the Surgeon’s Operating
Force-Feedback Interface Eindhoven, which operates on the foundations of the three-step
haptic perception procedure: force assessment, digital signal processing and display. In
another paper by Ramesh et al. [144], the sensors incorporated in the terrain exploration
snake robot (SenSnake, John Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA) consisted of a
heptad array of piezoelectric layers between conductive steel threads to enable a lower
resistance when a normal force was applied. In [145], the use of flex sensors established a
pressure–force relationship between the contact surface and the end-effectors, such that
varying bending angles produced varying resistances.
7.3. Electromagnetic Sensors
Electromagnetism (EM) enabled accurate sensor detection and pose estimation in an
open field as in the Dario et al. [146] model, which had hall sensors attached to the ends
for recording the resistivity with respect to the extent of bending. The reference field for
EM sensors is produced by permanent magnets or by a geometric assembly of emitting
coils. The sensors embedded in a robotic instrument measure the gradient in magnetic
field intensity between different field coordinates in a given anatomy. The EM signal
emitted for controlling the volume is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the
distance between the sensor and the field generator, meaning that the further away the
tracker is from the generator, the lower the accuracy of the received signal [147].
Combinations of such sensors with optical trackers, accelerometers and passive
transponders establish a strong energy supply whilst tracking intraoperative motion
through guiding channels such as, for example, in [92,148,149].
7.4. Optical Reflectance Sensors
For a better assessment of the external surroundings of the operating snake robot,
proximity sensors actively monitor the fluctuating displacements of a point robot in a
given workspace. They intuitively calculate the distance between the tip and the nearest
obstacle by the time-of-flight (ToF) method, that is, measuring the time it takes for the
light to travel from the emitter to the obstacle and back to the receiver. In the case of IR
sensors, the pulse is modulated and the shift in phase represents the displacement of the
reflected signal with respect to the incident one. Light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
systems operate on a similar basis, with the emitted pulse data collected from different
rotations of the mirror reflection at several angle intervals. There exist sensing capabilities
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in radar waves, which may, however, affect patient safety due to the high level of
electromagnetism present in the signal.
8. Robot Verification and Validation
8.1. Kinematic Verification
The kinematics of the snake-like robot can be verified using the finite element (FE)
analysis during several laboratory-based experiments. In a study by Hu et al. [88], a
detailed finite element (FE) model was imperative for inspecting the stress and deflection
generation of the snake robot. The SolidWorks Simulation Premium package ABAQUS
was used for this verification setup, focusing on the statics, buckling, thermodynamics
and topology optimisation. In order to determine the intermediate angles of the hyperredundant snake robot when the end position was known, the inverse kinematic (IK)
analysis method was applied to define the snake’s actual configuration in space. Once, the
backbone curve concept was used with the objective of aligning the end of the
manipulator exactly with the continuum shape, while the rest of the structure followed in
approximate suit [85].
In addition, further research by Wang et al. [58] provided an improved, diffusionbased algorithm for calculating the density of the workspace and its coordinate number
in multiple frames around the desired target sites of the manipulator. In previous works
by Chirikjian et al. [150], an adaptation of the study by Hirose et al. [40], the bellows model
was studied for distinguishing between twists and bends with minimal interfacing
capabilities with the robot. Various simulation methods were proposed by researchers in
line with Berthet-Rayne’s study [31]; the IK analysis was tested by performing two
retroflex experiments; a straight-line insertion movement and a coil-type insertion
movement, which were discretized for a better understanding of the trajectory. The
algorithm was inspired by existing approaches, such as that of Locke et al. [151] and
Azimian et al. [152], who widened the Cartesian workspace by two DOF in line with the
RCM 2D Orth Cart normal to work with an eight DOF workspace instead.
8.2. Performance Verification
Before a surgical robot is deployed for patient use, there are several laboratory and
in-person tests performed to verify and validate the efficiency of the device. These studies
enable the scientists to confirm the credibility of the composition, structure and
programming used before use in hospitals, and are listed below in a comprehensive
manner.
8.2.1. Deformation and Hysteresis Tests
The SolidWorks simulation package simulates the bending moment to outline the
constant curvature shape with reference to the central axis. The forces and torques remain
normal to the face being deformed to produce the highest von Mises stress on the interior
face, and which is, hence, validated by a successful nonperforating bending. The work of
Hu et al. [88] remains the main impetus, and there is a need to conduct some experiments
to ensure optimal specimen performance. The hysteresis for each specimen was carried
out, for a number of times, until the deformation trend was obtained from the data sets
(linear, nonlinear, plastic and elastic). Another factor involved in the verification and
validation process includes fatigue tests, as mentioned by Mower at al. [153], whereby the
constant use as well as cyclic loading of an instrument causes friction to develop around
the metallic printed segment and the nonsmooth surfaces. As explained by the authors in
[154], hot isostatic pressure (HIP) may improve the fatigue behaviour after a large number
of cycles; for example, 100,000 cycles generate 30–50% fatigue strengths for 500 MPa [155].
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8.2.2. Master–Slave Platform Tests
The master–slave testbed provides a clearer picture of the i²Snake robot platform,
designed by the team of researchers at Imperial College London led by Berthet-Rayne et
al [31]. The teleoperation part of the surgery is key to a successful validation of the system,
enabling the decoupling of the position sensors and isolating the master interface, such
that it does not interfere with the 3D orientation. This method of operating the platform
conforms to the robotics standards, owing to its seamless control, using hand motion
mapping on a display screen. For the calibration and penetration of the i²Snake in a cavity,
the surgeon needs to move his hand forward along the imaginary x-axis, whilst
maintaining the camera at the centre of the axis. For creating an S-shaped or zigzag
motion, the physician needs to long press and hold the virtual dynamic model of the
instrument and tilt the entire structure downward, while moving the fingers upwards.
The platform follows the force vector specified from an arbitrary starting point S to
the goal point G. The manual positioning analysis depicts the relative levelness of the
trajectory with respect to the Coulomb friction coefficient. The results are highly userdependent because the force or torque generated highly depends on the pull given to the
handle and the effort generated to release the handle for locking the robot into its power
mode, ready for the teleoperation procedure. Although these results remain arbitrary, the
measured movements are reliable and prove successful for future use in hospital settings.
8.2.3. Testbed Workspace Analysis
The evaluation criteria used for verifying the platform includes the workspace
analysis and recursive approaches to backlash compensation. The latter accounts for the
dissipated friction by the updated Jacobian matrix in [92], which is based on reducing the
redundancy in the bending angle nonlinearities. The dexterous workspace of the hyperredundant robot requires high expansion for reducing collisions in a constrained scenario,
which is determined by the Jacobian penalisation below:
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the hyper-redundant backbone of the robot.
8.3. Repeatability and Feasibility Criteria for Validation

In works by Schreuder [156], Berthet Rayne [157] and Abboudi [158], numerous
validation infrastructure methods were applied in order to test the repeatability and
feasibility in the robotic platform. The repeatability criterion of the robot is defined by the
competency of a robot to reach the exact segment configurations with minimal error, albeit
difficult to achieve due to backlash during elasticity bending and contraction. This is
greatly reduced by the linear backlash compensation algorithm. which sets a constant
value for feed-forward locomotion and is tracked by the 3D Guidance trakSTAR
electromagnetic tracker [19]. The latter experiment produced resultant standard
deviations of 0.92 mm to 4.17 mm, which were acceptable in a pilot setup only. Other
evaluation factors included manipulator force measurements using the ATI Mini40 of 20N
range, clutching frequency for positioning accuracy, visited voxels volume for less
invasive surgeries and joint limit hits for maintaining the number of DOF in the robot
[144].
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8.4. Face and Construct Validity of Robot
Techniques such as face and construct validity are used to detect automated errors
on a training dVT simulator, which consists of the surgeon platform, the EndoWrist
manipulator, the visual feedback module and a troubleshooting module. In general,
novices and surgeons are trained to perform accurate needle insertion, steering, powering
and dissection under the face/construct validity, which identifies specific resemblances to
the real-world scenario, as well as the difference between a novice and an experienced
surgeon performing the intervention. A questionnaire-based experiment is implemented,
such that the user familiarises themselves with the scene and allows for camera
positioning and needle guidance where the outcome parameters are recorded. A further
questionnaire provides an overview of the user’s experience with VR training software,
as well as the exercises anticipated during the pilot stage. Other simulation software
available on the market include the Robotic Surgical Simulator (RoSS) with 79% of a 42
subject team reporting the latter having a positive impact on the clutch and ball placement
tasks [159], the da Vinci Skills Simulator with an overall matrix score of 88.3 in target
performance and realistic experience [160] and Mimic dV-Trainer [161], which scored 93%
in a 27 subject group for blind task completion and training, amongst others.
9. Open Challenges and Future Applications
In the surgical robot hierarchy, also commonly known as the level of autonomy (LoA)
classification, devices are distinguished in terms of the extent of their dependence on a
surgeon during an operation. To facilitate the commercialization of existing clinical snake
robot platforms, it is essential that they maintain a significant amount of autonomy in their
operation loop, with solutions described in the section below [162,163].
9.1. Increased Feedback for Surgical Snake Robots
In existing systems, the primordial role of snake robots comprises of intrapericardial
penetration via subxiphoid incisions, expanding the range of motion at the most remote
locations on the epicardial boundary. The electrophysiology chronological maps created
indicate the regions of the heart which require repair for the diagnosis and treatment of
an atrial flutter [164], ventricular tachycardia [165] and cardiac arrythmia [166]. An
approach by Berthet-Rayne et al. [31] depicts in situ sensing via gaze-dependent
perceptual docking to compensate for haphazard motion and reduce cognitive load.
Additionally, this process allows for monitoring and steers the user’s hand towards the
point of access to improve the stability and accuracy of control through the vision channel.
However, the literature suggests that serpentine robots in surgery experience a
bottleneck, due to the increasing force dissipation created by frictional forces and backlash
hysteresis between the links and the surrounding tissue [167]. Studies suggest that
existing straight surgical tools exhibit low instrument triangulation, a loss of haptic
feedback as well as depth perception due to two-dimensional imaging and the fulcrum
effect arising in the operation theatre [168–170]. In the event of failure for a single module,
a domino effect is expected within the concatenation, where the positioning of the head
relative to the tail is inconceivable. Park et al. [171] reported the pivotal role of haptic
feedback in distinguishing between two similar demonstrations of stimuli concentrating
on the virtual edge sharpness as well as curvature. In cases where the risk of complications
is higher, such as in cardiac muscle suturing, Okamura et al. [168] proposed a sensory
alternative to the position control methods, by means of visual or auditory prompts to
provide a sense of haptic feedback, albeit requiring a longer time to translate the data into
bits.
9.2. Obstacle Collision Avoidance System
An obstacle collision avoidance or self-collision avoidance is a crucial requirement
for the safety of snake robots, for which numerous path-planning algorithms are available,
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such as A*, RRT and HBug [34]. In comparison to Mars rovers, which use the virtual point
control method in a two-dimensional binary workspace to track and redirect the robot
such that it remains within obstacle boundaries or in free space, we can assume that the
robot follows a similar path with a sense of anatomical depth, as cited in Bhatti et al.[45].
Obstacles can be avoided by moving at a specified radius from the obstacles, which forms
an imaginary virtual circle with a safe radius R. For this purpose, we used the pinhole
camera model, which recognizes and classifies the set markers as obstacles, registers the
actual area of the marker and finds the position relative to the frame by rotating around
the main camera frame. For surgeries, this algorithm is vital in instructing and guiding
the snake robot around and beneath organs of fixed areas and may be used to set up a
collision avoidance switching mode on the platform to warn the physician of the danger
of an accident [172].
9.3. Nanoscale Smart Snake Robots
Despite the superfluity of studies performed regarding the control of snake-like
robots, the review of the literature showed some disagreements between the experimental
setups conducted by researchers and theoretical results. There is an increasing demand
for nanoscale robots across the clinical community, for drug delivery and tissue repair. As
an impetus for this study, the studies on nanobots for cancer chemotherapy through
capillaries provide an insight on the possibilities available into looking to miniaturize
snake robots for the same purpose [173]. In this case, scientists at the Max Planck Institute
created microrollers, which adhere to the inner wall of blood vessels, coated with
magnetic field-generating substances and antibodies which recognize tumour cells,
though recently unsuccessful in reaching the brain due to the blood–brain barrier. The
field of bio-inspired materials is constantly evolving, from shape-shifting materials in
continuum robot systems to electroactive materials used in organ-on-a-chip systems, with
the main goal being miniaturizing the overall structure for facilitated end-user
manipulation.
9.4. Biocompatibility of Materials
In terms of biocompatibility of in vitro products used to manufacture active
manipulators or implants, i.e., devices which operate noninvasively, academics in [174]
studied the use of hydroxyapatite (HA)-enhanced PLA scaffolds, which can be 3D printed
and adapted to the biological activity inside the target tissue. A separate study claimed
that these in vitro devices could also be used for their shape memory characteristic, which
could eventually morph into the required shape and posture when swimming or walking
inside the body, whilst capturing signals through inertial measurement units (IMU) or
optical reflectance sensors aiming at obstacle avoidance [175,176]. Another area which
provides significant scope for research is novel bio-inspired materials, commercial and
pilot, allowing for enhanced control via modular systems aimed at high force/position
feedback. A few examples of materials used for artificial organ manufacture include the
ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC) and electroactive polymer artificial muscle
(EPAM), contributing to the miniaturization of actuation systems, which remain space
and time consuming for surgeons [4]. Existing hurdles in these systems comprise of the
elevated need for voltages in the EPAM and power in the IPMC, making implementation
in the real world of surgery both hazardous and costly.
9.5. AI-Enabled Medical Snake Robots
9.5.1. Motion Learning and Optimization Using AR
Optimization and motion learning are utilized in programming end-effectors,
ranging from grippers to scissors, electrocautery tips and ablation extremities powered by
CO2; hence, extending the functionality of the robotic arms. Due to inaccuracy in pose
estimation, poor eye-tracking, intraoperative lethargy and hand tremors, there has been
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significant discussion to incorporate and superpose virtual images onto a real-world
anatomical environment for purposes of robotic surgery. This technique models the
parametrized gaits of the snake robot in a virtual scenario, as well as overlays the real
model of the surgical robot onto a computer-generated human body for enhanced user
perception of the simulative surgery. Examples of image-guided surgery are displayed in
[177–180], which include the use of augmented-reality-guided tools such as needles,
grippers and drills to superpose the combined centre of the real target to the virtual one
projected by fiducial markers. Tracking is also performed in real time by laparoscopic
cameras, and registered models are visualized to the surgeon on an AR display.
9.5.2. Virtual Reality Systems in Surgery
The main aim of VR-assisted surgery is to create a realistic scenario of snake robot
interventions through hand gestures, voice commands, gaze interactions and object
tracking and detection, generating DICOM data files, which are eventually warped into a
3D spatial realm. VR systems, such as the Oculus Rift (Facebook, Menlo Park, CA, USA),
were proposed by Berthet-Rayne et al. [31] with the aim of modelling and testing the
structure of the snake robot in a virtually superimposed environment. The virtual
enhancement of sensory feedback enables fast and effective steering around organs and
within borders with omnidirectional gaze tracking from left and right controllers. This
was performed by wrapping MRI/CT scans with ultrasound imaging files to create a 3D
VR scenario using the VIRTOPS software and, therefore, enhancing preoperative user
perception [181]. Furthermore, this feature enabled focused weight perception; hence,
decoupling each body part from the central axis [178]. VR software reinforces pose
estimation by implementing an algorithm which detects, aligns and tracks the robotic
instrument at a particular sequenced orifice, for increased precision [182]. However, this
method has been criticized by many authors due to limitations in its integration with the
robotic platform, as well as the level of difficulty in aligning a virtual set of images to realtime deformations [183].
10. Discussion
Research in the robotic surgery sector has wholesomely increased, with papers
published on novel snake robot platforms implemented in surgery and as proof-ofconcept in laboratories every year. This review focused on the plethora of control, sensing,
actuation and kinematic mechanisms of the proposed serpentine robots and the
roadblocks encountered in their deployment in surgical settings. Furthermore, to address
the gaps in the literature, a wide range of innovative solutions, such as AR/VR and AI
algorithms, was presented to uplift the efficiency of the existing robot platforms and cater
to end-user needs. We aimed to present and analyse the core elements which compose the
snake robot structure by extracting detailed examples from commercialized robotic
systems such as the I2Snake robot and the FLEX robotic system, as well as from the
academic literature. We found that the structure of snake robots, the materials they are
manufactured from and their fabrication process play a key role in their gait performance
and their malleability through anatomical channels. The biological snake movement
inspires the engineer to model the linkage arrangement and compare frictional values of
the base material to generate efficient gaits during experimental phases of their
production.
Several 3D modelling techniques were suggested in this study, including
stereolithography, MultiJet printing and selective laser melting (SLM), which use casting
techniques to print a replica of the snake robot. Printing materials such as resin and ABS
are used to recreate the solid parts of the structure, whereas silicone is used to produce
biomimetic tissue due to its soft nature. These manufacturing techniques proved to be
durable and reliable in several papers by experienced authors, lowering training costs and
allowing repeatability of experiments. However, according to our studies, the feasibility
of such teleoperation procedures may be limited due to their high cost of manufacturing,
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nonbiocompatibility of materials, human error in positioning the robot end-effectors and
physical strain of surgeons after long hours of surgery.
To address these limitations, we investigated the navigation and planning algorithms
used in the literature, such as GA and PSO, which decreased the power consumption and
forward velocities between 30% and 40%; hence, recovering enough energy to pursue
forward motions [92,137]. Establishing workspace optimization algorithms have proved
to be advantageous in backlash compensation in tendon motion and reducing risks of
collision by miniaturizing channel diameters and increasing motion range. The use of
optimum sensing techniques, such as direction bending and optical reflectance sensors,
bears the role of providing sufficient input to the robot end-effectors to perform specific
tasks and provide efficient output control, coupled with well-integrated AI methods.
According to our studies, we expected an increase in algorithms, such as supervised and
unsupervised learning methods (linear regression, decision trees and native Bayes),
artificial neural networks and reinforcement learning algorithms, which could help with
self-deployment, collision avoidance, increased sensitivity to environmental changes and
pattern classification [8].
In the verification process, fatigue and deformation tests are extensively employed
to gauge the maximum stress that the material used in robot structures can withstand and,
hence, the deformation behaviour of different materials to ensure repeatability of
experiments, which is a critical stage in the pilot stage before deployment in surgery. We
also found that the use of face, content and construct validity in an AR/VR scenario had
significantly improved robotic platform validation in a surgical environment, where some
authors used user-directed questionnaires to assess simulator performance, as compared
to real-world surgery. Other validation techniques included the use of master–slave
testbeds to calibrate the robot and repeatability and feasibility analyses to eliminate
backlash and minimal errors during experimental phases.
The ability to remotely control snake robots in delicate surgeries has been of wider
interest to practitioners during the coronavirus pandemic, as infections stochastically
expanded in numbers, and the need for shielding barriers between doctor and patient
heightened. The world of AR is a “minefield”, which is yet to be sufficiently deployed and
integrated in surgical robotic platforms, either using the conventional 3D displays or
stepping into real-world scenarios with virtual aspects overlayed for better immersive
experiences. The use of AR has been commended in medicine, from needle guidance in
renal biopsy to the visualization of the anatomy of the human spine or knee before
performing an implant [170,171]. Such technology has also attracted scepticism, while the
train of AR development moves swiftly in its respective field due to the need for constant
adjustment to real-time deformations in intraoperative surgery and increased cognitive
load. At the time of the literature review, to the best of our knowledge, a limited number
of reviews [34,170] contained elements about snake robot structure, material selection,
sensing and kinematics, albeit lacking the use of modern-day tools such as AR to address
performance shortcomings. Our paper opens the floor to more detailed and wider use of
open discussions on the surgical simulation techniques not limited to conventional
approaches, but also a complete analysis of the physical parts comprised in the snake
robot in the literature and the current trends in robot deployment in surgery.
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